Highly Efficient and Reversible Covalent Patterning of Graphene: 2D-Management of Chemical Information.
A very efficient approach for spatially resolved graphene patterning by covalent functionalization is reported. The facile addend binding to monolayer graphene relies on reductive activation of the carbon lattice, antaratopic quenching by a non-inert substrate and classical lithography. Two types of covalent patterning functionalizations were performed and the resulting structured graphene sheets were unambiguously characterized by statistical Raman spectroscopy in combination with SEM-EDS. Reversible defunctionalization upon recovery of intact graphene was monitored by temperature-dependent Raman spectroscopy. This allowed for the accurate modulation of the functionalization degree by controlled annealing. Our discovery provides the basis for management of chemical information by establishing of complete write/store/erase cycles.